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I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. The quantities that are treated as variables in the design process are called _____   [ ] 

A) Decision variables   B) Pre-assigned variables 
C) Sate variables   D) Eigen values  
 

2. A design point that lies on one or more than one constraint surface is called _____  and the associated 
constraint is called ___________                   [ ] 
A) unacceptable point, active constraint B) acceptable point, active constraint 
C) bound point, active constraint  D) free point, active constraint 
  

3. If a function f (x) is defined in the interval a ≤ x ≤  b and has a relative minimum at x = x*, where a < x* 
< b, and if the derivative df (x)/dx = f ′(x) exists as a finite number at x = x , then f ′( x* ) 
=____________                     [ ] 
A) 1  B) 0  C) -1   D) ∞  
 

4. The Lagrange function to Minimize f (x1, x2) subject to g(x1, x2) = 0 with Lagrange multiplier λ is given 
by ____________                     [ ] 
A) L(x1, x2, λ ) = f (x1, x2) + λ g(x1, x2) B) L(x1, x2, λ ) =g (x1, x2) + λ f(x1, x2) 
C) L(x1, x2, λ ) = f (x1, x2) - λ g(x1, x2) D) L(x1, x2, λ ) =g (x1, x2) - λ f(x1, x2) 
 

5.  In a linear programming(LP) problem, for m > n,  there would be ______ redundant equations that could 
be  eliminated, where n is number of decision variables.            [ ] 
A) m  B) m-1   C) m-n  D) m+n 
 

6. A linear programming problem may have ____________________               [ ]  
A) a unique and finite solution      B) a bounded solution  
C) Multiple feasible points  D) multiple and finite solutions 
 

7. In the transportation problem, relative cost coefficients (c'ij) are calculated by ___   [ ] 
A) c'ij = cij+πi-σj  B) c'ij = cij-πi-σj 
C)  c'ij = cij-πi+σj  D) c'ij = cij+πi+σj 
where cij is cost of unit flow from Oi to Dj, πi and σj are simplex multipliers for row equation and column 
equation respectively.  

 
8. In the transportation problem, if all the relative cost coefficients are non-negative, the current basic 

solution is ____and the corresponding value of objective function is __    [ ] 
A) Optimal, minimum   B) Optimal, maximum 
C) Non-Optimal, minimum  D) Non-Optimal, maximum 
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9. The least cost method in transportation problem usually finds a better starting solution  

by concentrating on ________ routes.       [ ] 
A) Longest  B) Shortest   C) Cheapest   D) Costlier  
 

10. In Vogel's approximation method, penalty measure is calculated by subtracting the ___ unit cost element 
in the row from the next _____unit cost element in the same row.       [ ] 

A) smallest, highest B) highest, highest   C) highest, smallest  D) smallest, smallest 
 
 
 II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. Optimization can be defined as the process of finding the conditions that give _____of a function. 
 
12. Based on the Nature of the Design Variables, Optimization problems are classified as 

________________and _______________ 
 
13. Constraints that represent limitations on the behavior or performance of the system are termed as 

______________ constraints. 
 
14. In the case of a function of two variables, f (x, y), the Hessian matrix may be neither 

positive nor negative definite at a point (x*, y*) called _____at which df/dx=df/dy= 0  
 

15. Any one method for solving multivariable Optimization problem with equality constraints are 
___________________ 

 
16. A convex polyhedron that is bounded is called ___________________ 
 
17. The first step involved in the simplex method is to construct an auxiliary problem by introducing certain 

variables known as __________________into the standard form of the LP problem. 
 
18. The collection of variables not set equal to zero to obtain the basic solution is called____ 
 
19. In transportation problem ______ method yields best starting basic solution and _______________ 

method yields worst. 
 
20. Write any two Kuhn–Tucker conditions  to Minimize f (X), subject to  

gj (X) ≤ 0,  j = 1,2,....., m; hk(X) = 0,   k = 1,2,..., p____________________________ 
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I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. The Lagrange function to Minimize f (x1, x2) subject to g(x1, x2) = 0 with Lagrange multiplier λ is given 

by ____________                     [ ] 
A) L(x1, x2, λ ) = f (x1, x2) + λ g(x1, x2) B) L(x1, x2, λ ) =g (x1, x2) + λ f(x1, x2) 
C) L(x1, x2, λ ) = f (x1, x2) - λ g(x1, x2) D) L(x1, x2, λ ) =g (x1, x2) - λ f(x1, x2) 
 

2.  In a linear programming(LP) problem, for m > n,  there would be ______ redundant equations that could 
be  eliminated, where n is number of decision variables.            [ ] 
A) m  B) m-1   C) m-n  D) m+n 
 

3. A linear programming problem may have ____________________               [ ]  
A) a unique and finite solution      B) a bounded solution  
C) Multiple feasible points  D) multiple and finite solutions 
 

4. In the transportation problem, relative cost coefficients (c'ij) are calculated by ___   [ ] 
A) c'ij = cij+πi-σj  B) c'ij = cij-πi-σj 
C)  c'ij = cij-πi+σj  D) c'ij = cij+πi+σj 
where cij is cost of unit flow from Oi to Dj, πi and σj are simplex multipliers for row equation and column 
equation respectively.  

 
5. In the transportation problem, if all the relative cost coefficients are non-negative, the current basic 

solution is ____and the corresponding value of objective function is __    [ ] 
A) Optimal, minimum   B) Optimal, maximum 
C) Non-Optimal, minimum  D) Non-Optimal, maximum 
 

6. The least cost method in transportation problem usually finds a better starting solution  
by concentrating on ________ routes.       [ ] 
A) Longest  B) Shortest   C) Cheapest   D) Costlier  
 

7. In Vogel's approximation method, penalty measure is calculated by subtracting the ___ unit cost element 
in the row from the next _____unit cost element in the same row.       [ ] 
A) smallest, highest B) highest, highest   C) highest, smallest  D) smallest, smallest 

 
8. The quantities that are treated as variables in the design process are called _____   [ ] 

A) Decision variables   B) Pre-assigned variables 
C) Sate variables   D) Eigen values  
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9. A design point that lies on one or more than one constraint surface is called _____  and the associated 
constraint is called ___________                   [ ] 
A) unacceptable point, active constraint B) acceptable point, active constraint 
C) bound point, active constraint  D) free point, active constraint 
  

10. If a function f (x) is defined in the interval a ≤ x ≤  b and has a relative minimum at x = x*, where a < x* 
< b, and if the derivative df (x)/dx = f ′(x) exists as a finite number at x = x , then f ′( x* ) 
=____________                     [ ] 
A) 1  B) 0  C) -1   D) ∞  

 
 
 II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. In the case of a function of two variables, f (x, y), the Hessian matrix may be neither 

positive nor negative definite at a point (x*, y*) called _____at which df/dx=df/dy= 0  
 

12. Any one method for solving multivariable Optimization problem with equality constraints are 
___________________ 

 
13. A convex polyhedron that is bounded is called ___________________ 
 
14. The first step involved in the simplex method is to construct an auxiliary problem by introducing certain 

variables known as __________________into the standard form of the LP problem. 
 
15. The collection of variables not set equal to zero to obtain the basic solution is called____ 
 
16. In transportation problem ______ method yields best starting basic solution and _______________ 

method yields worst. 
 
17. Write any two Kuhn–Tucker conditions  to Minimize f (X), subject to  

gj (X) ≤ 0,  j = 1,2,....., m; hk(X) = 0,   k = 1,2,..., p____________________________ 
 
18. Optimization can be defined as the process of finding the conditions that give _____of a function. 
 
19. Based on the Nature of the Design Variables, Optimization problems are classified as 

________________and _______________ 
 
20. Constraints that represent limitations on the behavior or performance of the system are termed as 

______________ constraints 
-oOo- 
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I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. A linear programming problem may have ____________________               [ ]  

A) a unique and finite solution      B) a bounded solution  
C) Multiple feasible points  D) multiple and finite solutions 
 

2. In the transportation problem, relative cost coefficients (c'ij) are calculated by ___   [ ] 
A) c'ij = cij+πi-σj  B) c'ij = cij-πi-σj 
C)  c'ij = cij-πi+σj  D) c'ij = cij+πi+σj 
where cij is cost of unit flow from Oi to Dj, πi and σj are simplex multipliers for row equation and column 
equation respectively.  
 

3. In the transportation problem, if all the relative cost coefficients are non-negative, the current basic 
solution is ____and the corresponding value of objective function is __    [ ] 
A) Optimal, minimum   B) Optimal, maximum 
C) Non-Optimal, minimum  D) Non-Optimal, maximum 
 

4. The least cost method in transportation problem usually finds a better starting solution  
by concentrating on ________ routes.       [ ] 
A) Longest  B) Shortest   C) Cheapest   D) Costlier  
 

5. In Vogel's approximation method, penalty measure is calculated by subtracting the ___ unit cost element 
in the row from the next _____unit cost element in the same row.       [ ] 

A) smallest, highest B) highest, highest   C) highest, smallest  D) smallest, smallest 
 
6. The quantities that are treated as variables in the design process are called _____   [ ] 

A) Decision variables   B) Pre-assigned variables 
C) Sate variables   D) Eigen values  
 

7. A design point that lies on one or more than one constraint surface is called _____  and the associated 
constraint is called ___________                   [ ] 
A) unacceptable point, active constraint B) acceptable point, active constraint 
C) bound point, active constraint  D) free point, active constraint 
  

8. If a function f (x) is defined in the interval a ≤ x ≤  b and has a relative minimum at x = x*, where a < x* 
< b, and if the derivative df (x)/dx = f ′(x) exists as a finite number at x = x , then f ′( x* ) 
=____________                     [ ] 
A) 1  B) 0  C) -1   D) ∞  
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9. The Lagrange function to Minimize f (x1, x2) subject to g(x1, x2) = 0 with Lagrange multiplier λ is given 

by ____________                     [ ] 
A) L(x1, x2, λ ) = f (x1, x2) + λ g(x1, x2) B) L(x1, x2, λ ) =g (x1, x2) + λ f(x1, x2) 
C) L(x1, x2, λ ) = f (x1, x2) - λ g(x1, x2) D) L(x1, x2, λ ) =g (x1, x2) - λ f(x1, x2) 
 

10.  In a linear programming(LP) problem, for m > n,  there would be ______ redundant equations that could 
be  eliminated, where n is number of decision variables.            [ ] 
A) m  B) m-1   C) m-n  D) m+n 

 
 
 II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. A convex polyhedron that is bounded is called ___________________ 
 
12. The first step involved in the simplex method is to construct an auxiliary problem by introducing certain 

variables known as __________________into the standard form of the LP problem. 
 
13. The collection of variables not set equal to zero to obtain the basic solution is called____ 
 
14. In transportation problem ______ method yields best starting basic solution and _______________ 

method yields worst. 
 
15. Write any two Kuhn–Tucker conditions  to Minimize f (X), subject to  

gj (X) ≤ 0,  j = 1,2,....., m; hk(X) = 0,   k = 1,2,..., p____________________________ 
 
16. Optimization can be defined as the process of finding the conditions that give _____of a function. 
 
17. Based on the Nature of the Design Variables, Optimization problems are classified as 

________________and _______________ 
 
18. Constraints that represent limitations on the behavior or performance of the system are termed as 

______________ constraints. 
 
19. In the case of a function of two variables, f (x, y), the Hessian matrix may be neither 

positive nor negative definite at a point (x*, y*) called _____at which df/dx=df/dy= 0  
 

20. Any one method for solving multivariable Optimization problem with equality constraints are 
___________________ 
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I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. In the transportation problem, if all the relative cost coefficients are non-negative, the current basic 

solution is ____and the corresponding value of objective function is __    [ ] 
A) Optimal, minimum   B) Optimal, maximum 
C) Non-Optimal, minimum  D) Non-Optimal, maximum 

   
2. The least cost method in transportation problem usually finds a better starting solution  

by concentrating on ________ routes.                    [ ] 
A) Longest  B) Shortest   C) Cheapest   D) Costlier  
 

3. In Vogel's approximation method, penalty measure is calculated by subtracting the ___ unit cost element 
in the row from the next _____unit cost element in the same row.                    [ ] 

     A) smallest, highest B) highest, highest   C) highest, smallest  D) smallest, smallest 
 
4. The quantities that are treated as variables in the design process are called _____   [ ] 

A) Decision variables   B) Pre-assigned variables 
C) Sate variables   D) Eigen values  
 

5. A design point that lies on one or more than one constraint surface is called _____  and the associated 
constraint is called ___________                   [ ] 
A) unacceptable point, active constraint B) acceptable point, active constraint 
C) bound point, active constraint  D) free point, active constraint 
  

6. If a function f (x) is defined in the interval a ≤ x ≤  b and has a relative minimum at x = x*, where a < x* 
< b, and if the derivative df (x)/dx = f ′(x) exists as a finite number at x = x , then f ′( x* ) 
=____________                     [ ] 
A) 1  B) 0  C) -1   D) ∞  
 

7. The Lagrange function to Minimize f (x1, x2) subject to g(x1, x2) = 0 with Lagrange multiplier λ is given 
by ____________                     [ ] 
A) L(x1, x2, λ ) = f (x1, x2) + λ g(x1, x2) B) L(x1, x2, λ ) =g (x1, x2) + λ f(x1, x2) 
C) L(x1, x2, λ ) = f (x1, x2) - λ g(x1, x2) D) L(x1, x2, λ ) =g (x1, x2) - λ f(x1, x2) 
 

8. In a linear programming(LP) problem, for m > n,  there would be ______ redundant equations that could 
be  eliminated, where n is number of decision variables.            [ ] 
A) m  B) m-1   C) m-n  D) m+n 
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9. A linear programming problem may have ____________________               [ ]  
A) a unique and finite solution      B) a bounded solution  
C) Multiple feasible points  D) multiple and finite solutions 
 

10. In the transportation problem, relative cost coefficients (c'ij) are calculated by ___   [ ] 
A) c'ij = cij+πi-σj  B) c'ij = cij-πi-σj 
C)  c'ij = cij-πi+σj  D) c'ij = cij+πi+σj 
where cij is cost of unit flow from Oi to Dj, πi and σj are simplex multipliers for row equation and column 
equation respectively.  

 
 
 II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. The collection of variables not set equal to zero to obtain the basic solution is called____ 
 
12. In transportation problem ______ method yields best starting basic solution and _______________ 

method yields worst. 
 
13. Write any two Kuhn–Tucker conditions  to Minimize f (X), subject to  

gj (X) ≤ 0,  j = 1,2,....., m; hk(X) = 0,   k = 1,2,..., p____________________________ 
 
14. Optimization can be defined as the process of finding the conditions that give _____of a function. 
 
15. Based on the Nature of the Design Variables, Optimization problems are classified as 

________________and _______________ 
 
16. Constraints that represent limitations on the behavior or performance of the system are termed as 

______________ constraints. 
 
17. In the case of a function of two variables, f (x, y), the Hessian matrix may be neither 

positive nor negative definite at a point (x*, y*) called _____at which df/dx=df/dy= 0  
 

18. Any one method for solving multivariable Optimization problem with equality constraints are 
___________________ 

 
19. A convex polyhedron that is bounded is called ___________________ 
 
20. The first step involved in the simplex method is to construct an auxiliary problem by introducing certain 

variables known as __________________into the standard form of the LP problem. 
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